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This article argued that society even today could benefit from the richness of the ethics
of the Hebrew Bible. Isaiah 1:2–3 has been used as an example to illustrate the ethics of a
biblical text. This text has wisdom traits and literary links with Deuteronomy 32. In a modern,
pluralistic society there is a need for a comprehensive ethical view by which one can combine
a solid religious foundation, including responsibility towards God, the Creator and Lord of
life, with a broad human wisdom gained from a rational understanding of the circumstances
of existence for a true human life in a created world of order.

Introduction
Do the Hebrew Bible (HB) in general and the ethics of the HB in particular still have any normative
significance for people in the 21st century? If one bears in mind the three millennia that separate
ancient Israelite society from those of ours, the distance of time may just underscore the distance
in matter (Sæbø 1998:162). The ethics of the HB focuses on the ethical reflection in the HB. It
interprets the Hebrew texts from Israel’s viewpoint of good behaviour, the possibilities it offers
as well as its justification (Otto 1991:608). Theology and ethics are inseparable in the HB. The best
way to understand and to apply the ethics of the Hebrew Scriptures is to try to put ourselves
in the people of Israel’s position and understand how they perceived and experienced their
relationship with Yahweh, the God of Israel and also how that experience affected their ethical
ideals and practical living as a community (Wright 2004:17). In terms of its aim, we can thus say
an ethics of the HB should be descriptive.
Ethical systems display both a similarity as well as variety throughout the different epochs of
history and in different cultures. The values and norms of the HB are not as such the proprium
of Hebrew ethics, because they also feature in other ancient cultures, for example Egypt,
Mesopotamia and Greece. The centre of Hebrew ethics rather should be sought in the idealistic
framework and structure, which legitimises its values and norms. With regard to this idealistic
structure of Hebrew ethics, the focus is primarily on the Pentateuch as the main source for its
structure (Jensen 2006:20–24; Otto 2007a:26; cf. also Otto 1991:609–610, 1995:162; SchwienhorstSchönberger 2006b:908). The legal collections in the Torah form one of the pillars of a study of the
ethics of the HB, specifically the system of legal and ethical rules which we find in the Decalogue
(Ex 20:1–17; Dt 5:6–21), Covenant Code (Ex 20:22–23:33), Deuteronomic Law (Dt 12–26) and the
Holiness Code (Lv 17–26).
Ethics, as a theory of morals, considers the maxims of conduct from the viewpoint of normative
good and seeks its philosophical foundations as well as the consequences of good action (Otto
1999:1603, 2004:84). Of course, one should note that ancient Israel was a pre-philosophical
society and culture (Barton 1994:12). In the HB there is no coherent reflection on ethics in the
manner found in Western philosophical thought. Nevertheless, in the HB, whether at the level of
individual books and sections of books, at redactional level or canonical level, we encounter more
than just a mixture of isolated concepts with no underlying rationale. The ethical systems in the
HB are generated by fundamental structures of ethical thinking.
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Ethics makes us aware of aspects that implicitly govern action to the extent that action is morally
qualifiable. In the ancient world of the eastern Mediterranean, moral action was characterised by
a synthetic viewpoint of life; that is, it assumes a correspondence between people’s experience
of life and their deeds (Levin 2006:46; Otto 1999:1603, 2004:84). This is the point where sapiential
thought becomes especially relevant for the ethics of the HB, as it includes the notion of order in
human life, that is, that moral conduct in accordance with ethical rules should lead to a good life
(Otto 1995:167; Sæbø 1998:175–179; Zenger 2006:329). The ethical rules of the wisdom literature
are, however, very distinct from those of the law codes. Its literary history was fundamentally
connected to the theological discourse about the legitimisation of these rules and the consequences
of ethical conduct (Otto 1995:166). It was only in the post-exilic period that wisdom in Israel, in
contrast with for example wisdom thought in Egypt and Mesopotamia, went through a significant
process of theologisation (Lange 2005:1367).
http://www.hts.org.za
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Wisdom thought, especially the pre-exilic proverbs we have
in the book of Proverbs 10–29, derives its ethical rules and
regulations from the observation of structures of reason and
consequence in nature and society (Lange 2005:1366–1367). If
a specific action leads repeatedly either to a positive or to a
negative outcome, the existence of some kind of a structure
could be postulated. Sapiential ethics endeavours to recognise
these structures, to adjust human actions accordingly and
subsequently lay the basis for a positive and successful
life. The structures ordering nature and society have their
ontological basis in the creation of the world (SchwienhorstSchönberger 2006b:909). The wise thus know that only God
has full knowledge of creation. He furthermore realises the
limited character of his wisdom and that the fear of God was
the beginning of all wisdom. Sapiential ethics strives to reach
the balance between the natural order and moral conduct, as
it was obvious to the wise that there was no other possibility
in order to obtain a good life (Otto 1995:167).
In this context the prophets often grounded their accusations
and their radical judgement of the people in a religiousethical manner (Sæbø 1998:173; Heschel 2001:288–289). Their
preaching was legitimised as divine speech of revelation;
but at the same time, they actualised the legal traditions
in concrete applications. In addition, they even presented,
again in a legal and ethical perspective, different elements of
a boundary-breaking or universalistic preaching.
The book of Isaiah begins with a picture of the world in which
Yahweh is the creator and the preserver of all things and thus
occupies the supreme position over all that He has made.
The essence of morality is co-operation in order to maintain
the ordered structure that prevails under His guidance, in
the natural constitution of things. The keynote of the whole
system is order: a proper submission to one’s assigned place
in the scheme of things and the avoidance of any action
that would challenge the supremacy of Yahweh, or seek to
subvert the orders He has established (Barton 1995:90–91).
This could be defined as the basic premise from which all of
Isaiah’s thinking about ethical obligation follows.
From this basic premise, one can thus define unethical
behaviour as follows: it implies a disregard for order and is
a deliberate refusal to see the world in its true colours. Folly,
ignorance or perversity can be regarded as its most obvious
manifestation. This moral blindness is culpable in itself,
because it refuses to God the respect he deserves. It prefers
the purposes of mere men to those of their creator; this is the
root of other evil attitudes, which in their turn produce the
specific sinful acts that distort human life. This produces a
disregard for the orders in society that should mirror God’s
order. The practical effects of this failure are the crimes
against social order: theft, murder, bribery and corruption,
oppression of orphans and widows and enclosure of land.
In the religious sphere it produces idolatry and a false
confidence in the paraphernalia of cultic worship, which
though apparently ‘Yahwistic’, is in fact self-centred. In the
political sphere, we get a society that brings about its own
downfall by its internal neglect of order and justice and its
http://www.hts.org.za
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pursuit of self-interest and then seeks to protect itself by
inventing religious rites that happen to suit its own taste
(Barton 1995:90–91). It furthermore relies on other states that
are in a condition of mental and moral confusion just as bad
as its own for aid.
Isaiah shares many of the concerns of other prophetic books,
such as the imperative of ‘social justice’ (Leclerc 2001:14–15).
It, however, has its own preferred topics, which it condemns.
Oppression of the poor is seen specifically as the expropriation
of the land and miscarriage of justice (Barton 1997:69).
Although most of these themes occur in other prophets (e.g.
Amos and Micah), they are strongly concentrated in Isaiah
and are linked, uniquely, to the political attitudes of the
leaders of the Judean society. The interest Isaiah shows in the
attitudes of his audience is scarcely to be found in the other
prophetic books at all. The most obvious example is Isaiah’s
concern with human pride (2:12–19; 3:1–5, 3:16–4:1; 22:15–19).
Indeed, this is a kind of pride that leads them (his audience)
to despise God’s ways and only trust their own ways.
Humility towards God goes hand in hand with respect for the
long-established orders of society. Isaiah’s vision of society is
one of a stable state, in which the exploitation of the poor,
needy and disinherited, widows, orphans and other personae
miserae by the ruling class is denounced. The key terms
in his critique of society are ‘justice’ and ‘righteousness’
(Blenkinsopp 2000:108). For this to come about, the proper
functioning of the judicial system is essential. Few acts are
therefore denounced with such vehemence as the offering
and the acceptance of bribes.
The distinctively Isaianic approach to ethics involves tracing
ethical obligations to its highest source, which lies in the
supremacy of God, from whom all good and all power
derives; and doing, saying and thinking nothing which
might derogate from that supremacy (Barton 1995:92,
1997:77; Jensen 2006:3). The way Yahweh acts towards Israel
in benevolence or anger is rooted in the common theology
of the Ancient Near East, which attributed success to the
benevolence and disaster to the anger of the native deity.
Isaiah’s negative verdict upon Judah and Jerusalem is thus
funded and reinforced by what must have been a shared
conviction, which we also encounter in the book of Amos, that
disregard of Yahweh’s will in public life leads to subsequent
trouble in public life. This ethical linkage constitutes the
core of prophetic judgement (Brueggemann 1998:8–9). If this
interpretation of Isaiah’s ethical teaching is accurate, we have
in him an early example of that way of approaching ethics
that begins with a hierarchically ordered universe whose
moral pattern is apparent to all humankind whose reason is
not totally clouded and derives all particular moral offences
from the one great fault, namely disrespect for natural order.

Isaiah 1:2−3
These verses provide the basic theme by which to enter the
book. Because Yahweh is referred to in the third person in
verse 4, it seems that this discourse is limited to these two
DOI: 10.4102/hts.v67i1.954
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verses (Blenkinsopp 2000:182; Williamson 2006:23). The
book of Isaiah opens with a complaint of Yahweh about the
disloyalty of Israel. Heavens and earth (i.e. the whole creation)
is called upon to listen and to bear witness to Yahweh’s
charge made against Israel, his people, his children, who,
in spite of his loving care, rebel against him (Berges 1998:59;
Childs 2001:17). The appeal to heaven and earth is a matter of
the whole order of life.

Original Research

introduced with the vocative, the call to hear and give heed.
The structure of these two verses can be indicated as follows
(Kaiser 1981:27; Sweeney 1996:73):
•
•

Verses 2b–3 can be subdivided:
•

This address to heaven and earth has a certain Deuteronomic
resonance (Dt 32:1; cf. also 4:26; 30:19; 31:28; 32:1f.), suggestive
of the condemnation or accusation following covenant
violation based on a familiar pattern in treaties between the
great powers and their vassals (Beuken 2003:70; Blenkinsopp
2000:182; Oswalt 1988:85). A similar cluster of topoi appears
in the Deuteronomic Psalm 50:
•
•
•

an appeal is made to heaven and earth to act as witnesses
against faithless Israel (50:4)
the covenant is linked with sacrifice (50:5)
denunciation of worship divorced from moral conduct
(50:7–23).

An entire historical tradition is summarised in Yahweh as the
one who reared and cared for Israel in its formative period
(cf. Hs 9:10–15; also with the verb ldg Pi’el). This text refers to
God’s relationship with Israel and uses the simple and natural
image of parenthood (Beuken 2003:70). The terms ‘reared’
and ‘brought up’ adds a feminine nuance to the image of God
(cf. Is 23:4; 49:21; 51:18; Hs 9:12). This view makes rebellion
against God all the more unnatural: to refuse to submit to the
one who has cared for you, is incomprehensible.
The unflattering contrast in verse 3 with an ox and a donkey
also sets up the Hosean theme of Israel’s failure to recognise
God as its true benefactor (Hs 2:10 [Eng. 2:8]; cf. Dt 32:15).
Israel, it seems, has less understanding of Yahweh than
even the domesticated animals. The animal is completely
dependent and unreservedly trusts the owner, who is
completely trustworthy (Beuken 2003:71; Brueggeman
1998:13). This comparison, however, is in keeping with
the didactics of the sages. They draw on the observation of
nature, including animal behaviour, for rules for human
conduct (Blenkinsopp 2000:182). These verses bear testimony
to the same subject matter: Israel’s total alienation from its
God to whom it owes its life and well-being (Childs 2001:17).
The focus, however, is not primarily Israel’s unfaithfulness,
but the merits of Yahweh’s reaction towards Israel. Similarly
to parents, who have taken care of their children and expect
a thankful reaction from their side (Dt 21:18–21), Yahweh can
expect such a reaction from Israel. By contrast, Israel refuses
this relationship of trust upon which everything depends,
namely the relationship which makes its life viable.
The rhetorical call for attention is one of the most
characteristic stylistic features of prophetic criticism. The
genre of this passage must be defined as the prophetic
citation of Yahweh’s accusation against Israel based on its
characterisation as the prophet’s transmission of a speech
by Yahweh and the contents of the speech. Verses 2–3 are
http://www.hts.org.za

verse 2a: Introduction: summons of witnesses
verse 2b–3: Accusation speech by YHWH against Israel
(lament form).

•

Father speech: complaint against children for improper
behaviour (v. 2b)
Wisdom thought: Israel’s lack of knowledge (v. 3).

Isaiah 1:2−3 and Deuteronomy 32
The initial formulaic appellation to the heavens and earth to
bear testimony to God’s accusations against Israel (Is 1:2) has
its closest parallel in the first verse of the Song of Moses (Dt
32:1–43),1 which has been profiled with a narrative framework
interpreting the call to heaven and earth to witness against
Israel (Otto 2009:650–657). The text is hauntingly beautiful,
even in translation and touched on well-known themes
found elsewhere throughout the whole HB (Christensen
2002:785). Already in Deuteronomy 4:26 in direct speech God
calls heaven and earth to testify against Israel, but in chapter
31 the theme of Israel’s coming apostasy is expanded (Childs
2001:18).
The Song of Moses (or the so-called ‘last words of Moses’)
calls upon the heaven and the earth to witness to God’s
faithfulness and Israel’s corruption (32:4b–5). In the opening
verses of Isaiah, similarly to the Song of Moses (Dt 32:28–29),
Yahweh laments the fact that Israel lacks insight (Berges
1998:60). In fact, many of the themes of Isaiah are reflected in
similar vocabulary in the Song of Moses (Childs 2001:18). The
following examples in Deuteronomy 32 can be mentioned:
•
•
•
•

Israel is a ‘perverse nation’ (v. 5, 20)
‘children without faithfulness’ (v. 20)
‘with no understanding’ (v. 28)
‘from the vine of Sodom and from the fields of Gomorrah’
(v. 32)
• God will punish them ‘with a foolish nation’ and ‘scatter
them afar’ (v. 26)
• yet the one who ‘wounds also heals’ (v. 39) and ‘will
vindicate his people’ (v. 36).
The author(s) of these introductory verses of Isaiah
(1:2–3) did not want to scare off their audience anymore
with the punishment, which is formulated in the book of
Deuteronomy, because a terrible fate had already struck
both the land as well as its inhabitants. The author(s) rather
wanted to emphasise the effect of the divine word, which was
not only meant for the opening section of the book of Isaiah,
but rather formulated as a motto in view of the rest of the
book of Isaiah (Berges 1998:60). A collapse in the covenantal
relationship, because of disobedience, will activate the curses
1.No text within Deuteronomy has received more attention through the years than
the Song of Moses from the ancient scribes who copied it to modern critical scholars
who consider its structure and significance. Compare Otto (2009:641–650) for an
extensive overview of the history of research of the Song of Moses.
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that are formulated at the end of the Mosaic Torah. This
seems to be the present situation. A link thus exists between
Isaiah and the curses and blessings of Deuteronomy, which
can only be dated in the post-exilic period as a possible
historical situation befitting these statements. If there is this
dependence, Isaiah is probably later (Williamson 2006:31–
32). There may thus have been several possible sources of
influence, both from within the book of Isaiah and beyond,
which contributed to this formulation.
The author(s) of this Isaianic text transformed Isaiah ben Amoz
(v. 1) to a figure that is actualising the Mosaic Torah. The last
words of biblical personages, whether Moses, David or Jesus,
sum up their life and offer a historical resumé, often laden
with theological significance (O’Kane 1996:33). Normally
the last words point to the future as well as to the past; we
thus get to know something of how the character wishes
their life’s work to be continued after death. In the case of
Moses, his last words are further emphasised by their present
canonical position at the end of the Pentateuch and before the
book of Joshua. The death of Moses in Deuteronomy 34 acts
as a transition from the Exodus and desert experience and,
at the same time, Moses is also implicitly presented as the
first in a series of prophets. The reason why Moses teaches
the Song before his death is that in the future it may act as
a witness against the people (Dt 31:19, 21) (O’Kane 1996:39).
There is a feeling of certainty that the predicted troubles will
take place; the Song will be a ruling against them because
Moses (Dt 31:22) has taught it to them. The theme of witness
is repeated in verse 24, where the words of the Song become
synonymous with the words of the law (Torah).
Revelation was profoundly under discussion in the late layers
of the Pentateuch (Otto 2006:939). According to the postexilic Pentateuch and its theory of revelation, the revelation
of God had ended with Moses’ death (Dt 34:10–12). Access
to God’s Torah was only possible by interpretation of the
Torah, which had already been explained in Deuteronomy,
applied to Israel’s life in the promised land and written down
by Moses in the land of Moab (Dt 1:1–5; 31:913). In this sense
Moses, according to the authors of the post-exilic Pentateuch,
was not only the last prophet of Yahweh’s direct revelation,
but also the first scribe writing down the Torah and, very
important, the first exegete of the Torah, which accompanied
the people of Israel on their way into the promised land after
Moses’ death. In this sense, one can say that for the priestly
authors of the post-exilic Pentateuch, Moses’ task as prophet
was revived in the written Torah.
The theory of revelation functioned entirely different within
the post-exilic circles of prophetic literature (Otto 2006:939–
940). These circles were of the opinion that God’s revelation
had been continuing until their time, although they used
the same scribal techniques of exegesis than the priests, not
only for the explanation of the Mosaic Torah, but mainly
of prophetic words. There were different prophetic schools
of post-exilic prophetic tradents [tradentenprophetie], who
followed the tradition of the different prophetic figures or
discourse founders like Isaiah, Ezekiel or Jeremiah (Otto
http://www.hts.org.za
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2007b:161; Steck 1991:61–63, 167–170). Each of these schools
also reacted, to a certain degree, to the priestly theories of
revelation in the Pentateuch (cf. Sommer 1998:140–151).
The post-exilic priestly authors of the Pentateuch described
Moses as the arch-prophet, who had already predicted the
exile as a consequence of Israel’s disobedience and God’s
wrath (Otto 2006:940).
The formation of the Pentateuch and the corpus propheticum
in post-exilic Jerusalem must have taken place in different
discourse groups in which each one considered the position
of the other (Berges 2008:13). The model of the discourse
founder is particularly appropriate in the case of Isaiah ben
Amoz, as the literary drama of the post-exilic new beginning
anchors itself in him and his visionary power. Within this
perspective, Isaiah is seen as a prophet in succession to
Moses, whose main task is to speak the word of Yahweh as
Deuteronomy makes clear:
I will raise up for them a prophet like you ... I will put my words
in the mouth of the prophet, who shall speak to them everything
that I command.
(Dt 18:18, NRSV)

Isaiah thus becomes the prophet who continues the teachings
of Moses, a continuity that enhances his authority (O’Kane
1996:48). The opening words of his book is a witness against
the people, as Moses’ words were and these opening words
even recall exact phrases spoken by Moses in Deuteronomy.
The law, initially spoken by Moses, is continued in the words
and teachings of Isaiah. The compilers of the book of Isaiah
wished to represent Isaiah as someone who repeats and
interprets Moses’ words in a new setting.

Isaiah 1:2−3, wisdom and ethics
The problem of what constitutes wisdom or wisdom
traditions has been debated over the years, but with little
consensus (O’Kane 1991:67; Wilson 2009:150).2 Does the
term hִ okmāh specifically indicate literary forms and genres,
or does it refer to a social movement, a secular stance on life
or merely the presence of intellectual traditions in Israel?
In order to use ‘wisdom’ for this discussion of ethics, it is
necessary to describe this phenomenon by listing its many
aspects and functions in the Old Testament. According to
Baumann (2009:17–19), the phenomenon ‘wisdom’ can be
described with the help of the following aspects of ‘sagacity
or knowledge of man’, or of human intelligence and
knowledge:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

magic and manticism
skill and ability
cleverness, slyness and cunning
practical wisdom
culture
rules of conduct
ethical conduct
piety
academic wisdom
eschatological blessing and apocalyptical endowment.

2.Cf. O’Kane (1991:67–74) and Wilson (2009:146–150) for a discussion of previous
studies that have explored the connections between Isaiah and Wisdom.
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For the topic of ethics, not only ‘ethical conduct’ (7) in the
narrow sense of the word is relevant, but also other aspects:
skill and ability (2), cleverness, slyness and cunning (3),
practical wisdom, or common sense (4), culture, or education
(5), rules of conduct (6), piety, or religious conduct (8) and
academic wisdom, or the teaching of wisdom (9).

of wisdom teaching are typically designated as ‘sons’ and the
primary demand is for sons to hearken, to obey instruction.
The book of Proverbs is laced with numerous examples:

The truly seminal study on the matter of wisdom influence
in the book of Isaiah was that of Fichtner in 1949. He started
his article by stating the following: In the spiritual history of
Israel, there are few so completely antithetical phenomena as
prophecy and hִ okmāh [wisdom]. Two worlds stand in total
opposition: the proclaimer and admonisher who is seized by
God and laid completely under claim and who carries out
his lofty and dangerous mission to his people without any
personal considerations. The clever and prudent worldlywise sage who goes his peaceable way cautiously looking
right and left and who instructs his protégés in the same wise
style of mastering life. He continues to ask whether it could
be possible that the pre-exilic prophets were acquainted with
the wise and entered into debate with them, learned from
them or rejected them. Without question, there are various
points at which the views of the pre-exilic prophets seem to
be directly compatible with those of the wise sages of the
book of Proverbs (Fichtner 1949:75).

•

In Isaiah, he found a unique relationship to wisdom. Firstly,
Isaiah clearly turns against human wisdom, which overrates
itself, disassociates itself from God and assails the wise of his
own people and of other nations who go their own shrewd
political ways without and therefore against God. On the
other hand Isaiah himself clearly stands in the tradition of the
wisdom-perspectives, exhibits various relationships, perhaps
even literary dependency, to the wisdom literature and its
forms. According to Fichtner (1949:77) it even formulates his
image of the future hִokmatically.
The question would be whether we can give some kind of
indication (even when very preliminary) whether Fichtner’s
(1949) observations hold any ground. In order to do this
evaluation, the following approach can be helpful: can we
explore whether wisdom forms are present in the text? In
other words, can one identify the function that wisdom ideas
play in evaluating and assessing the content of a particular
passage opposed to merely identifying forms and vocabulary
reminiscent of wisdom literature? This discussion will be
restricted to Isaiah 1:2–3.
In this programmatic passage at the beginning of the book,
an animal proverb is used to emphasise Israel’s stupidity
(Beuken 2003:71; Jensen 2006:117). It seems that especially the
language used in verse 3 can indicate a wisdom background
(Sweeney 1996:74). Observations of the natural world and
the application of the principles observed to human life are
particularly characteristic of wisdom. As is obvious, verse
3 illustrates and specifies the complaint of the betrayed
father (Whedbee 1971:37). It seems that a wisdom pattern is
employed here in the father-son relationship. The recipients

http://www.hts.org.za

•
•

‘Hear, o sons, a father’s instruction, and be attentive, that
you may know insight’ (4:1)
‘My son, be attentive to my wisdom, incline your ear to
my understanding’ (5:1)
‘My son, keep your father’s commandment, and forsake
not your mother’s teaching’ (6:20).

It is likely that Isaiah is utilising this sort of broad background
in this parable in verse 3:
The ox knows its owner,
and the donkey its master’s crib;
but Israel does not know,
my people do not understand.

The proverbial stamp of verse 3a is self-apparent and belies
the pedagogical interests of the speech. The picture of
animal behaviour is common in wisdom. Moreover, the ass
and ox frequently appear in Ancient Near Eastern wisdom.
Both were favourite subjects for markers of proverbs and
were known especially for their stupidity and streaks of
contrariness (Pr 7:22–23; 26:3). However, Isaiah’s use of the
ass and ox motif goes against the normal wisdom tradition.
It is particularly effective because they are put in a positive
light in order to contrast with Israel’s behaviour, especially
when one thinks of the characteristics that are normally
assigned to them (Whedbee 1971:40). Even when compared
with animals, Israel comes off a poor second: the ironic
implication is painfully clear.
Isaiah thus depicts Israel’s sinfulness in terms of a breakdown
in the basic order of the world. Israel’s behaviour is anything
but wise; in fact, it does not even measure up to the behaviour
one can expect from animals. Isaiah thus transposes the
wisdom understanding of the world into a special key, for he
portrays the basic order in terms of the Yahweh-Israel bond.
However, the important matter is that Isaiah characterises
the Yahweh-Israel bond according to wisdom categories: like
the wise men, Isaiah’s intention is to highlight the blatant
unnaturalness of Israel’s sins.
Coming on the heels of the opening call to heaven and
earth, the two indictments in verses 2b and 3 show the rich
complexity of Isaiah’s language. Here in a skilful manner
two different genres are combined, namely a complaint and
a didactic parable and two different metaphors are used,
namely father and son and ass and ox (Wilson 2009:153).
There is a certain affinity between the two metaphors: both
depend on imagery drawn from domestic life. Yahweh had
‘reared and brought up’ Israel as his son, but Israel had
‘broken with’ Yahweh, had run away the Father’s house
and was worse than domesticated animals. The sons lacked
the wisdom of beasts of burden. Moreover, both metaphors
serve to underscore the unnaturalness of Israel’s behaviour.
It thus seems that wisdom or wisdom-like elements were
incorporated in the book of Isaiah as wisdom observations
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resonated with the Judeans who knew that both wisdom and
the wise were genuine parts of the Judahite society (Wilson
2009:163–164). It is thus not a matter of whether Isaiah has
drunk from wisdom’s stream; rather, wisdom’s stream flows
as part of a mixed water supply in Judah. Wisdom tradition
was thus an integral part of Israelite religion and society,
accessible to priest and prophet. Wisdom itself is thus a
key component of the Israelite theology; therefore, many
distinctively wisdom themes and concerns are part of the
common stock of traditions in the Old Testament. If wisdom
and its ideas had permeated the common cultural stock, this
highlights that wisdom is already woven into the way of
thinking of the prophets.

Conclusion

Original Research
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Isaiah begins with a picture of the world in which God is the
creator and preserver of all things and occupies by right the
supreme position over all that he has made (Barton 1995:90).
The essence of morality is cooperation in maintaining the
ordered structure that prevails under God’s guidance in
the natural constitution of things. The keynote of the whole
system is order, a proper submission to one’s assigned place
in the scheme of things and the avoidance of action that would
challenge the supremacy of God or seek to subvert the orders
he has established. For Isaiah ‘folly’ is unwise and unethical.
It is folly not to acknowledge Yahweh’s supremacy. Such
is the basic premise from which all Isaiah’s thinking about
ethical obligation begins. The discussion of the text of Isaiah
1:2–3 also highlighted this Isaianic principle.
It seems that even today we can benefit from the richness
of the ethics of the Hebrew Bible. In a modern, pluralistic
society there is a need for a comprehensive ethical view
and attitude of this kind, by which one can combine a solid
religious foundation, including responsibility towards God,
the Creator and Lord of life, with a broad human wisdom
gained from a rational understanding of the circumstances of
existence for a true human life in a created world of order as
demonstrated in the Hebrew Bible and Proto-Isaiah.
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